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EVENTS

Trinity Performs Strongly in QS World University Subject Rankings

Trinity Marks Proclamation Day

Innovative Art on Show as Trinity's Creative Challenge Showcase Launches

Seanad Elections 2016

Trinity Hosts RTÉ Reflecting the Rising Events 

News and Events Website

IN OTHER NEWS

150th Trinity Regatta - 16 AprilField Test Exhibition @ Science GalleryTrinity Week 2016

Distinguished academics, Professor Jane 
Grimson and Professor David McConnell 
were inaugurated as Pro-Chancellors of the 
University of Dublin, Trinity College, at 
special ceremonies in the Provost's 
House….read more

PRO-CHANCELLORS
INAUGURATED

The 30th volume of the Student Economic 
Review was launched recently. To mark this 
landmark event committee members from 
each of the past 29 years were invited to 
attend….read more

30TH STUDENT ECONOMIC
REVIEW LAUNCHED 

Badminton sports scholar Prakash Vijayanath 
has won Sports Person of the Year at this 
year’s Trinity Sport Awards and Commons. The 
third year computer science and business 
student beat off stiff competition from fellow 
scholars….read more

TRINITY SPORTS
STARS IN A LEAGUE
OF THEIR OWN

A €200m international network of radio 
telescopes - the Low Frequency Array (LOFAR) 
– is providing scientists with amazing views of 
solar flares, stars being born, searching for 
new planets, and enabling us to study the early 
Universe with better detail….read more

UNDERSTANDING
THE UNIVERSE

Operating several restaurants and coffee shops 
across the campus, as well as the 1592 
Restaurant, Commons and a banqueting 
service, Trinity’s busy Catering Department 
handles over 4,000 transactions per day for 
students, staff and visitors….read more

THE TRINITY
CATERING TEAM 

A University-wide project to renew and refresh 
Trinity’s education provision is underway. The 
Trinity Education Project is one of the central 
initiatives of the Strategic Plan 2014-19. Its 
purpose is to ensure that the undergraduate 
curriculum is developed….read more

RENEWING THE
TRINITY EDUCATION

Spring 2016

TRINITY NOW
FROM THE PROVOST
WWelcome to the Spring issue of TRINITY 
NOW. I have selected a snapshot of Hilary 
term activities from across the campus that 
I hope will be of interest to you. They 
include a project to renew and refresh 
Trinity’s education provision, the 
inauguration of two new Pro-Chancellors, 
how our astrophysicists are leading a how our astrophysicists are leading a 
consortium to build an international radio 
telescope to help revolutionise our 
understanding of the Universe, how Trinity 
marked Proclamation Day as part of our 
centenary celebrations, how this year’s 
Trinity Week’s theme is ‘Memory’ and its 
action packed programme of events, our action packed programme of events, our 
Sports Awards, and a feature on our 
Catering Department among other stories.

Dr Patrick Prendergast, Provost 
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